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The magic of this gem is in its ability to clear
unnecessary mental fog or those dark inner clouds,
while allowing him to find a truly perfect balance
between adult responsibilities and following his
dreams. Its extremely uplifting energy works to
eliminate overactivity, stimulate under-activity, and
grant true clarity and optimism.

Top picks for
This fiery jasper is a bold all-over
energiser that embraces the power of
an ageless spirit and is known for its
anti-ageing benefits *woo-hoo!*. You
can’t go wrong with a larger-than-life
gem that will not only awaken the soul
and grant motivation, but comfort him
during times of stress.

Being a parent certainly isn’t easy, but Tridacna is
the perfect pick to help balance emotions and
calm those weary nerves. This purity stone
cleanses the mind, body and soul to assist in
reducing blood pressure, lessening day to day
annoyances and even provide anti-aging
benefits!

If he needs to start talking, Sodalite is
here to help! This stone brings calmness

to the mind, rationalises thoughts and
will help him to better communicate his

feelings. Its vibrations help tap into
intuition to release fears, insecurities and

guilt, granting true clarity in his
emotions..

THE HUBBY

For the one who has it all..

MOOKAITE

For the one who works too hard..

APATITE

For the stay-at-home Dad..

TRIDACNA

For the non-communicator..

SODALITE
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This mesmerising gem has a magical energy that
illuminates our aura and everything around us, just like your
bestie! Moonstone acts as a mirror that will allow her to see
a true reflection of her beautiful self, while reminding her
that we are never stuck in one place and are always
afforded an opportunity for a fresh start.

This stone is all about celebrating life! Pink Picasso will bring
inspired optimism and an uplifting energy to give her the push
she needs, to do what makes her happy. Acting as a daily
reminder that it’s okay to step out of her comfort zone, she can
finally recognise that the world is hers.

The perfect balance of Yin and Yang energy, just like the two of
you, Montana Agate’s gentle vibrations help to amplify power
from within. Known as the stabilizer, this everyday essential acts
as an excellent stress reliever that will simultaneously increase
courage and harmony...

As one of the most recognised stones of friendship,
Lapis Lazuli aids in expression of feelings and

emotions, while simultaneously radiating peace
and serenity. It’s an excellent stress reliever that

encourages us to live with compassion and
purpose, and will help her shine her light on the

world with confidence and authenticity.

THE BESTIE

For the one who doesn’t realise 

how amazing she is..

To keep her smiling ..

To say thank you for being you..

MOONSTONE

PINK PICASSO

For your powerful soul sister..

MONTANA AGATE
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The perfect all-rounder; this gem is renowned for
bringing energies of love, luck, health and wealth
alongside courageous self clarity. Give the gift of
radiating confidence and an uncontainable surge of
happiness this year, to the most important woman in
your life.

This gem’s soothing vibrations purify the heart, providing great
comfort in times of grief. Its heart-targeted healing also allows a
calm release of toxic energies that will open her up to higher
levels of self-love, friendship and inner peace. The gift of love, for
the one you love most.

This stone brings divine clarity to the mind embodying the purity
of water, and relaxation of the sea. With a clear mind and calm
soul, she can let go of stress and fear to see life from a fresh
perspective. Aquamarine grants revival and an overwhelming,
and much needed refresh.

For the one who deserves the world..

BURMESE JADE

For the one who needs a little self-love..

MADAGASCAR ROSE QUARTZ

For the one who can't catch a break..

AQUAMARINE

The perfect calming crystal that will allow her those much needed
moments of silence to calm her over-active mind and relieve
insomnia. Aiding in the relief of stress, anger and pain, Howlite will
help her to better understand the source and how to overcome it.
Clear her mind, and give her back her power.

For the over-thinker..

HOWLITE
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Black Onyx is one of the most well-known strength-giving stones. It
offers restoration, mind, body and soul and is highly beneficial in times
of emotional or physical stress. Excellent in absorbing negative
energies, free him from the shackles of self-doubt and allow him to
fearlessly manifest his greatest desires.

MATTE
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DAD

For the one who's always stressed..

ONYX

POLISHED

This year has been a tough one for many, but we truly believe great things
are coming for 2021, and the perfect kick-starter for a new year is African
Turquoise. Known as the ‘Stone of Evolution’ this stone will help awaken
his mind to new ideas and his soul to its intended purpose. Allow him to
see his true wisdom and watch him blossom.

For the one ready for a fresh start in 2020..

AFRICAN TURQUOISE

onyx

As a stone of rebirth, Lava Stone can help him
shed unhealthy attachments and unnecessary

emotions to put him on the best path to success.
Not only do its vibrations provide comfort and

protection like other earthy stones in the gem-
world, but also fiery courage, strength and

passion that can be the catalyst for pursuing lofty
goals.

For the goal-getter..

LAVA STONE

Like a much needed multi-vitamin for the soul, this
stone will give him back his glowing vitality.
Turquoise is not only a great protector of health, but
is also a great healer for those suffering depression
or exhaustion. Allow him to release tension, relieve
stress and realise his true potential.

For the one who always gives his all..

TURQUOISE
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The perfect accessory to match his brown chinos and button up, highlighted
with a silver, gold or rose gold prayer bead to compliment his watch. Not only
does the Brown Jasper look the part, but it’s slow and steady vibrations will
also help to alleviate any stress and provide strength to overcome
challenges. The perfect toxin cleanser; physically, emotionally and spiritually.

The perfect stone for those feeling a little burnt out,
Red Jasper is the ‘Stone of Endurance’ Its gentle
earthy vibrations are endlessly spreading its roots to
allow a steady and sustainable flow of energy.
Extremely useful for those with creative blocks, this
gem will help them wake up, re-energise and act on
their passions.

Known as one of the master crystals of spirituality,
Amethyst is an all round healer for every soul. As a natural
tranquilliser it can balance mood swings and dispel feelings
of anger, fear and anxiety bringing clarity and balance.
Converting negative energies and emotions into love
energy, it’s both a powerful and protective gem...

As an extraordinary stone of the Heart Chakra,
Rhodonite is less about attracting love, and

more about healing the love our heart is
already holding onto. It inspires self-discovery

and will allow her to replace feelings of fear,
anxiety and anger with all the best that love has

to offer and most importantly, reclaim her
incredible power.

SIBLINGS

For the stylish brother, always

dressed to impress..

BROWN JASPER

For the one who never stops..

RED JASPER

For the 'moody' one..

For the heartbroken sister

that deserves love..

RHODONITE

rhodonite pink

rhodonite black
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The beautiful Pink Opal offers peaceful and comforting vibrations that make it the perfect sidekick for a little one
on their journey to self-love and self-acceptance. It will also act as a powerful magnetic force to attract the right
people around them, and encourage them to be kind in return. Plus, it’s all things pretty & pink!

Top picks for
LITTLE ONES

We love this pastel rainbow Morganite as a Mummy & me set! This gem is
attuned to the heart and is commonly referred to as the stone of Divine
Love. A perfect starter stone for a little one, its gentle energy warms the
soul, inspires spiritual growth and encourages loving thoughts and
actions.

This warm gold lit stone unifies the energies from both Sun & Earth
elements helping him stay both grounded and inspired and teaching

balance amidst the extremes - good & bad, right & wrong, light & dark. As
a stone of protection, power and perseverance, Tiger Eye will help him

find the courage and confidence to live boldly and recognise his true
potential.

Dalmatian Jasper is one of the happiest, most playful gems
in the gem-world. As an instant pick-me-up its energy will
welcome productive thoughts and actions, all with bubbly
enthusiasm. Let this stone act as a constant reminder to not
take things too seriously and so they never lose that
contagious smile, laugh or joy.

Introducing crystals at a

young age helps our little

humans to never stop

believing in magic.

- My Guru Stone

For the daughter that loves to match mummy..

MORGANITE

For the niece who loves the colour pink..

PINK OPAL

For the nephew that needs a little courage..

TIGER EYE

So they never lose their joy..

DALMATIAN JASPER
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Top picks for us
As a father and daughter duo we share a great love of the power of
inner healing and emotional wellness in our lives. Our common faith in
spiritual health and vibrational balance led us to create something
personal and unique together that would strengthen our beliefs and
serve as a constant reminder of our own personal journeys. Here are a
few of our favourites...

- Steve & Jorj

Whether or not you find the

perfect gift in our guide, we

hope you still love what we

have created. 

Sending good vibrations your

way, today and always.

JORJ

STEVE

LABRADORITE

CONCH SHELL

MALACHITE

Sometimes there’s just stones that instantly make you happy, and for
me, that’s Labradorite. As someone who is endlessly in love with the
idea of magic, there’s just something in the iridescent hues of this gem
that make me feel that sparkle. It’s also a great stone for spirituality
and creativity which perfectly aligns with where I am, what I do, and
what I love. Then finally, and probably most importantly to me, it helps
us learn to trust in ourselves and trust in the universe..

Black Tourmaline is a purification stone that transforms negative energies into good
vibes, so how could I not wear this one daily... Obviously I’m a big believer in the powers
of these stones, but I also believe that everyone is different, and some will always
resonate better than others. Even though Black Onyx and Black Tourmaline are pretty
much identical to look at, I can feel the difference to wear. Black Tourmaline just works
for me, and I find it’s a great all-rounder to help me calm anxious thoughts and detoxify
the body; mentally, spiritually and physically..

I like to wear the Malachite when I'm feeling a bit stressed or a little bit stuck, whether that be emotionally or spiritually.
It's a kind of reset stone for me that helps me look at things with a deeper perspective and prioritise life in the right
order. As the ‘Stone of Transformation’, it refocuses my direction if I stray from my right path. It’s also a great stone for
clearing and activating the chakras and attuning to spiritual guidance which is extremely helpful during my study and
practice of Reiki.

The Conch is truly one of my favourites, particularly in Summer on the beach. I love
wearing it with the Rose Gold prayer bead to highlight its pink hues and stacking
with Tridacna Shell with the Yellow Gold. I have a keen interest in the origins of
Buddhism, Sanskrit and different rituals and mythology throughout the ages, and
the Conch Shell heavily features throughout them all. It has a very soothing
calmness about it yet offers a great feeling of quiet confidence.



+ Free gifts JUST FOR YOU

Sending peace, 

healing energy, 

and big glittery cheer!

We're so excited to be celebrating our

first Christmas at My Guru Stone!

So to say thank you endlessly

for your support of our small

business, we'll be including a

small gift in every order

until Christmas. 

Your gift will be a mystery

crystal tumble, intuitively

chosen by the gorgeous girls

at Unearthed Crystals.

Each tumble will also come

with a little hand-written

note explaining its meaning,

so you can better understand

why this crystal has found its

way into your life.

- Steve & Jorj

We wouldn't be here without you.

If it is meant for you, it will

reach you... in every possible

situation.


